Please join us for a very special home dedication event as we welcome home the Losich family to their new Habitat home.

Anna and Iaroslav Losich have two young children. Both are originally from Ukraine, though Anna was raised in Sacramento. The family lives in an overcrowded apartment which suffers from mold that has been giving the children breathing problems. It also has a cockroach infestation.

Iaroslav works for PSM Monuments and Anna is currently in school with hopes to eventually become a nurse so that she, “can help people and encourage them to dream bigger about their future”. They have always dreamed of having a home for their children, but couldn’t afford it on their limited income.

Both Anna and Iaroslav worked hard putting in 500 sweat equity hours and look forward to purchasing their home from Habitat for a 0% interest mortgage.

Says Anna, “I’m happy for the opportunity to work on my house and give back to the community and help other families as well. We look forward to showing people that we did it. We worked on our home. We put in hours. We want to show that we are achievers and that we believe.”